
 [Exchange Students Recruitment]

Q Can I re-apply for exchange students program even if I’ve already applied 

  this program and gone to abroad university?

A You can re-apply this program, but we’ll give opportunity to the students 

  who don’t have experience in studying abroad university.

Q I want to know T/O for each exchange university.

A We don’t open the T/O for each exchange university.

Q. What should I do if I don’t have a original language transcript?

A You can submit copied or scanned form. But after selected this program, 

   you should submit original document.

Q Can I apply both College exchange program and University exchange 

  program?

A If you are not selected collgege exchange program, you can apply 

  university change program.

Q What should I do if I want to get a credit after coming to our university?

A First, you should get a form at our office and meet the chair of the 

  departments and get a credit.

 

[Dual Degree Program]

Q. What is the dual-degree?

A After studying in SKKU about 2 years, you’ll study in partner university and 

you can get a dual-degree for both university.

Q. What is the applying qualification?

A You should study in SKKU 4 semesters and get a half of total graduation 

   credits.



 [Student Group Class System]

Q what should I do if I want to change the class number?

A You can’t change it up to third grade.

Q. Can I study in mixed class?

A No. All of the class number should be same.

Q I want to know the qualification for applying “반제”

A second year student : student who registered 3-semesters.

   third year student : student who registered 5-semesters.

Q Can I participate this program if I’m a double major student?

A You should talk about it with chair of the EEE department

Q Can I study in different class number?

A No. All of the class number should be same.

Q How do I apply it?

A All the students who are qualified are registered automatically.

Q What should I do if I’m a crossed semester students?

A You should talk about it with chair of the EEE department

Q Do I have to study along the curriculum even if I’m a double major or 

  transfer student?

A All the students who are double major or transfer student are ruled out.



 [STP, SST, SCSC]

Q What should I do if I don’t have a original language transcript?

A You can submit it up to final interview.

Q Can I apply leave of absence If I already participate this program?

A STP program : You can’t apply leave of absence

   SST program : You can apply leave of absence only for the special case.

Q Can I apply another Samsung company subsidiary?

A No. You can’t

Q Can it be possible for calculating pervious university credit?

A No. 

Q What should I do if I want to enter graduation course?

A You should repay the scholarship

Q Why are you recruiting SCSC only for the fall semester?

A It is good for the students to start the study after spring semester because 

  of SCSC curriculum.

Q Can I apply it even if I’m a third year student?

A You should talk about it with the staff of SCSC

Q Can you recognize the credit which is acquired another departments?

A We can recognize the credit only for the same course code.

Q What is the requirement of graduation in SCSC program?

A You should get 36 credits.



[Undergraduate Students Graduation Thesis]

Q How long does students have to conduct research for graduation thesis or 

  graduation work?

A One year(2semesters), Dual major students also conduct research for 1year.

   Exemped for Students who applied Bachelor-Masters(Combinded) 

   connected program

Q Is Presentation at conference required to the students who conduct 

  graduation thesis? 

A Yes. Every students who conduct thesis(not graduation work) must do the 

  presentation at designated conference and evidence should be submitted to 

  their research professor.

Q Where and how can students get the informations related to graduateion 

  thesis or work? / How can they submit documentations?

A You can login and connect graduation thesis system

  http://icc.skku.ac.kr/iccsys) and upload documentation (ID: Students ID

   number ; PW: BOD)

Q Can I get some supportive budget or expense to produce thesis? 

A You can get 100,000 KRW each student and for detail information, you can 

   refer to [예산]졸업작품제작 소요예산 지원 안내” in the bulletin of CICE Korean 

   homepage

[Graduate Program]

Q Are there procedures of admission document or paper test?

A Without screening of admission document and paper tests, the interview is

  subject to all applicants. Type of interview is to test major knowledge via

  many to many matching



Q What kinds of scholarships are there for graduate course?

A There are campus scholarships, BK21+ scholarships, and personnel 

  expenses against research project

    1. Campus scholarship: Master-Doctor link scholarship, Sim-San          

    Scholarship

- You could apply for “Master-Doctor link scholarship” with the 

recommendation from guide-professor in condition that you have 

GPA above 3.7. and You can be exempted from 50% tuition fee and 

admission fee if you are selected for this scholarship

- Sim-san scholarship is paid differentiated following such standards 

set by major as GPA, record of research.

    2. The applicants of BK21+ Scholarship should apply every unit of terms. 

The recipient receive 600,000KRW every month in master course, and 

1,000,000KRW every month in doctor’s course

    3. Personnel expenses against research project ought to be paid to 

researchers participating in research subjects arranged in the lab the 

researcher belongs. Therefore, you should check the exact amount of 

support funding to the professors managing the lab.

Q How to determine the guidance-professor, and when?

A After the announcement of successful applicant, you can find the guidance

   professor following the instructions for successful applicant before the 

   admission

   At first, you should contact to the professor you wish to receive guidance 

via mail or phone. If the professor accept you as his or her teaching 

student after the interview, you should notify the administration office of 

the fact of selection.

    It is recommended to select your guidance-professor ASAP because 

professors have limits on the number of teaching-students the professor 

can accept.

Q Incumbent of private company can enter the general graduate school?

A The admission requirements of the general graduate school is the 

  acquisition of degree of subordinate course, so the entering of the general 

  graduate school of the incumbent of private company is not restricted.



  But, because courses are not opened in weekend or night, you should 

  come to school at least more than 2 days a week to attend classes.

Q Are there required subjects?

A You should complete “IT technical seminar” and “Writing IT Technical

   papers in English and Research Ethics” before graduating.

   The credits earned from above two courses are to be included in credits 

of major. You can choose other courses following curriculum.

Q I hope to withdraw a course after a period of course-registration.

A. In the graduate course, students are not allowed to withdraw registered 

   subjects, abandon credits you earned before, and retaking courses already

   completed.

Q. What is the requirement of qualification test for presentation of a thesis?

A. In case of students who have entered school after 2013, the requirement

   is divided into two categories, “Major Knowledge part” and “Record of

   research part”, and you should satisfy the requirements for both 

   categories. In order to satisfy “Major knowledge part”, you should obtain 

   above A grades for at least 2 courses in major, and to do “Record of 

   Research part” you have to publish papers on domestic paper,

   international 

   conference, and SCI paper. You can refer to the specific conditions for

   publishing paper set following the each degree course.

   You can complete it by getting the grade above A of the courses(1 course

   for Master degree, 3 courses for Doctor’s degree) designated as

   qualification test and then applying for alternative completion, or by getting 

   specified test and then obtaining score above 70 if you have entered

   school prior to 2013. It is also possible to select to satisfy the standards 

   for students who have entered school after 2013. 

Q What is the criteria of international conference for completing “qualification 

  test for presentation of a thesis”. Can workshop be recognized as record of 

  international conference?

A  Unlike BK21+, “Qualification test for presentation of thesis” has no criteria 

   separately designated for international conference. If the name of 



   international conference is written in “INTERNATIONAL”, that result could

   be recognized.

   “Workshop” is not recognized as “international conference”. But only in 

the case that above 5 full-time professors consider it international 

workshop comparable to the record of international conference, it can be 

recognized as the result of paper.

Q Even after having sent evidence for satisfaction of the requirement of 

   “major knowledge part” and applied recognition process, the status for

    graduation in GLS is shown as “fail”. When will it be processed?

A “qualification test for presentation of a thesis” is processed when you 

   complete both “Major Knowledge part” and “Record of research part”.

    It is principle that the evidence for “Record of research part” is presented 

withtin the period of applying for “qualification test for presentation of a 

thesis”, but considering it be difficult to present the evidence at the 

beginning of the regular semester because of confliction between 

academic schedule of university and conference of publisher’s one, SKKU 

allows to submit the evidence when applying for the examination of 

thesis. You can check whether you passed “qualification test for 

presentation of a thesis” on GLS after the presentation of application.

Q I’m going to submit the complete thesis. Is it OK to upload this on the site

   of “examination of thesis system”?

A  The site is running for the user convenience of examination of thesis. You 

    can check the result after finishing the screening procedure. Because the

    procedure is already completed, you don’t need to upload amended

    thesis.

    Your complete thesis is supposed to be submitted to library through

    online or offline. Plase submit it the library internet site(dCollection) or the 

    aministration office of graduate course.



[How to Rent Classroom or Seminar Room]

Q Could anybody use the pace once they applied for using that?

A The half of participants should be the students or professors of CICE. 

  When the purpose of the use is except the activity of education, research 

  or seminar, the use could be restricted.

Q how to reserve the room?

A Come to the office and fill in the application form. But, the part of lecture 

room, such as 22003, 22005, 26310, should be reserved via GLS


